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Three-headed Hydra Attack from 3 Drug Companies,
Pfizer, Moderna, & Gilead on Our Children; This
Drug and Vaccine Will Kill Your Healthy Child; Not
Needed; Have Not Proven Needed; Say No!
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Remdesivir/Veklury & mRNA vaccines are harmful to your children, no one, no Fauci, Bourla
of Pfizer, Bancel of Moderna, or O’Day Gilead prosecuted case of why this is needed in kids;
poor methods/data

They are coming and tag-teaming off each other…be warned!

These three pieces of news shows they have our kids in their  cross-hairs,  these three
pharmaceutical companies, have our healthy children in sight and coming in hard, and I
challenge these people, these three CEOs to show us the evidence, show us the data, any
data to show that we must be vaccinating healthy children, 6 month year olds etc. or giving
them this liver and kidney toxic drug at 28 days, using these ineffective vaccines that are
based on the initial Wuhan legacy strain and they know this will not work on the OMICRON
or  future  variants  (vaccinal  induced mRNA antibodies  do  not  hit  the  spike  protein  on
omicron, does not neutralize), and are proven harmful now with accumulated deaths in
healthy young persons, or why is Remdesivir needed when it is a failed Ebola and Marburg
virus drug and is shown to kill people, liver and kidney toxic…are we all insane now? we will
give a drug that was waiting for a virus, to our kids? are we as parents and people just going
to sit back?

These three pieces of reporting should frighten you and wake you up!

Moderna seeks to vaccinate 6 month olds to 5 years1.
The US Food and Drug Administration announced Monday that it has expanded2.
approval of the Covid-19 drug remdesivir to treat patients as young as 28 days
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and weighing about 7 pounds.
Covid-19 vaccine for  5-  to  11-year-olds is  safe and shows ‘robust’  antibody3.
response, Pfizer says
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